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Red Chalk Group provides a broad range of patent infringement analysis services. Claim 

chart drafting, sometimes referred to as patent mapping, is the frequently the first step in 

developing a patent infringement case. Red Chalk Group can assist you in developing a 

patent claim chart to enhance your case. We have extensive in-house capabilities to 

perform the technical evaluation of products and services to look for evidence of use of 

patented technology. 

When evidence of use is found, claim charts are prepared to document the findings. Our 

highly trained technical experts begin by thoroughly reviewing the patent claims and then 

identifying potential infringing products (or services). The claims are then carefully 

mapped to the device or service via technical analysis, considering the patent specification, 

publicly available material, and expert knowledge. Patent claim mapping and the resulting 

infringement claim chart can then be utilized to better understand the strength of the 

patent and the basis for the infringement case. 
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Contact 

For more information, please reach out to our Litigation Support Practice: 

litigationsupport@redchalk.com 

+ 1 847 390 0700  Please select option 4 

About Red Chalk Group’s Litigation Support Practice 

Red Chalk Group delivers a wide range of support services for intellectual property disputes. 

We leverage our deep industry knowledge and the experience of a trusted network of industry 

professionals to provide invalidity prior art searching, damages valuations, and expert 

witnessing. 

Red Chalk Group, LLC 

1 North Wacker Drive, Suite 3601 

Chicago, IL 60606 
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